Genetic Manipulation by Zinc-Finger Nucleases in Rat-Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells.
Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have an extensive application in regenerative medicine, pharmaceutical discovery, and basic research. With the recent derivation of rat iPSCs, it is now feasible to apply genetic manipulation in this species. But such tools do not yet exist for many rat strains, especially for disease model rat. The Sprague Dawley (SD) rat is an inbred disease model for hypertension, nephropathy, pulmonary hypertension, depression, and alcohol consumption. In this study, the SD rat iPSCs were generated using lentiviral method. The p53 gene was targeted in rat iPSCs using homologous recombination mediated by P53 zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs). Our results showed that these rat iPSCs were pluripotent status. P53 gene was targeted successfully with high efficiency by coelectroporating the donor targeting vectors and p53 ZFN vector to these rat iPSCs. Southern blotting analysis confirmed the correct homologous recombination in rat iPSCs. At the same time, our results demonstrated that the P53 dependent function was abolished in p53-targeted iPSCs. This report also demonstrated that iPS technology, combined with homologous recombination mediated by ZFN, was suitable to develop human disease model in rat and other species.